Abstract-Active lightweight continuous mirrors, such as de-
Il-A Definition of the Zemike Polynomial. [5] , [6] , [7] . th smlto.X '~~~~~~~~~the simulation. The purpose of this paper is to cast the surface control problem to one in which desired surface shape, expressed in terms of Zernike polynomials, inside of a region we will define as the "clear aperture", can be achieved. The terminology "clear aperture" was used in a figure in a 1977 work by Pearson and Hansen [10] to describe an area on a deformable mirror where data was taken, and thus is similar to our purpose. A notional mirror is displayed in Figure 2 which shows a Zemike tilt surface deflection achieved inside of a clear aperture region in blue. To achieve static surface control, an analytic formulation designated by the authors as the Modal Transformation Regardless of the tensioning mechanism, the problem of Method is developed. A brief outline of the technical develstatic surface shape control is twofold. The first is ensuring opment in the paper is summarized here:
an initially non-aberrated surface, and is a function of both . Section II reviews the two commonly-used basis sets correctly applied initial strain fields and material manufacture.
to describe a circular aperture. The Zernike polynomial The second problem is quasi-static shape control, particularly basis set is favored by the optics community, while the the ability of the mirror to act as an active element in an Bessel-based vibration mode set is applied to physical optical system to impart conjugate surfaces, usually expressed solutions of the partial differential equation modelling in terms of Zernike polynomial basis elements, to correct for a tensioned membrane. The fundamental premise of the known beam-path errors. The displacement functions are often modal transformation method is casting the problem of referred to as influence functions. Furthermore, these same obtaining Zernike polynomials using a linear combinainfluence functions could be used to remove error induced by tion of statically-actuated Bessel-function based vibration thermal and/or mechanical loads.
modes. Active quasi-static shape control of circular apertures to . Section III develops the transformation matrices for the produce Zemnike polynomial surfaces has been explored by radial behavior of the Zemnike polynomials and approx-imated vibration modes in terms of an intermediary rations in an incoming wavefront. The Zernike polynomials, radial polynomial basis. The vibration modes must be Zi, are orthogonal over the interior of the domain of circular approximated due to the infinite series representation of aperture of unit radius through the relationship the Bessel functions, thus convergence and associated truncation error for a maximum radial polynomial degree 
The optics community has used the modified set of Zernike Using separation of variables technique to simplify the parpolynomials, as first defined by Noll [11] , to describe aber-tial differential equation for the case of a pinned boundary It is our desire to expand the vibration mode shapes from l 2
Section II-B. We will accomplish this by creating a vibration < m(25) mode transformation matrix for a given azimuthal frequency. t2
To obtain our transformation matrix, begin by writing ther In this section, a method is developed which allows Zernike Returning to the general case of any non-negative integer surfaces to be projected on an interior region of a circular m, to accomplish our desired transformation, we must approx-aperture by a linear combination of Bessel-based vibration imate the Bessel functions by a truncated series. We note here mode shapes. In short, by comprising a desired optical surface that in the future sections we will relate the Zemike modes in terms of physically realizable mode shapes, steady-state with the Bessel-based vibration modes. The two basis sets surface control should be readily achievable.
have exactly the same azimuthal behavior. Thus, it is error in the radial terms that will contribute to overall error in the relationship.
A. Projection of the Zernike Modes onto the Vibration Modes To this end, the degree of truncation is estimated to ensure accuracy to within some approximation tolerance, e. (31) the two basis sets and the projection theorem.
B 
The approximation of the piston Zemike mode using Equation 38 through Equation 41 arbitrarily truncated at 40 terms Through a similar manner write the non-axisymmetric equa-(axisymmetric modes) is presented in Figure 3 . tions: applied by defining it as a square matrix in Section III-B, so that its inverse in Section IV-C is unique. Non-square issues Fig. 3 . Piston Zernike mode (Z1) approximated by a linear combination of addressed with the pseudo-inverse are not included herein. the first 40 axisymmetric vibration mode shapes.
The size of Bm is determined by the number of (or highest degree) of vibration modes the designer will be able to From this section, we make the following observations. In actuate-those modes are essentially dependent on the fineness Figure 3 , even with a linear combination of 40 mode shapes, of the actuator grid. The value of N should be large enough so we observe nearly 20 per cent error at a normalized radius of that actuated modes are represented with a small to negligible 0.9-1.0. Also, the representation is computationally intensive truncation error as derived in Equation 36. However, the due to numeric integration. Thus, we seek a simpler solution resulting (BNQ) is ill-conditioned, and is not readily invertible where integration is avoided, and a bound on relative error for large values of N. A method for decomposing the matrix may be forecast.
into a diagonal matrix N and remaining components BN was applied to allow inversion on 32-bit processors for values of Again, as in previous sections, the transformation matrix is for N < 20. an azimuthal frequency m with a maximum polynomial degree To this point, every effort made has focused on projecting However, the shape of the modal surface in Figure 4 (a) has a Zemike space onto a Bessel-based vibration mode space. evidence of distortion throughout its surface, while Figure 4 (b) A valiant effort, yet one that will prove frustrating due to the shows significant distortion only at the outer edge to meet the incompatibility of the boundary conditions for these competing boundary condition. basis sets. To avoid this inherent difficulty, it is proposed to Next, in Figure 5 , the clear aperture is adjusted to values define a clear aperture region as a subspace of the Bessel-less than one, and the Defocus Zernike mode is constructed based vibration mode space. Simply stated, the clear aperture as before in Figure 4 using the modal transformation method. region will be a circular region with some radius a < R, as was first introduced in Figure 2 
S Modal surface
into design criterion for construction of a deformable mirror.
Zernike
Beginning with a desired optical surface error budget and a Figures 5(a)-(c) , the radial behavior is plotted for clear unimorph actuation, a visual depiction of which is shown in apertures of 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9. It is quite apparent that for Figure 7 . The experimental hardware is pictured in Figure V. clear aperture of 0.7, the deviation between the desired Zernike shape and the modal surface is indistinguishable at the scale shown.
.. Base 10 log of the error for clear apertures between 0.1 and 1 is presented in Figure 5 (d). For this specific example, u n i mornh the error was at a minimum for clear aperture of a = 0.67, the location of which was invariant when a finer increment in tvt location Fig. 7 . Unimorph actuation occurs when an actuating layer offset from the the vecorwaschsenan evluted ent ngheneutral axis contracts or expands and thus induces a surface curvature. In the of minimum error in general terms is an area of further AFIT deformable mirror, the actuating layer in orange is PVDF material, and investigation.
the substrate in blue is silicone.
With the clear aperture set at 0.7, another series of plots was Future developments of the experimental hardware include constructed for Figure 6 , again using the modal transformation the refinement of the actuator electrode pattern from seven method for N = 20. For these plots, the variable was the to 61 actuating regions. A 61-actuator region is sufficient to number of axisymmetric vibration modes that were used to . . construct the desired Defocus Zernike mode, and a overallshwtevldyofhecnrlagihm peetdinhs cschdr D c Z i m ,nin paper. In lieu of experimental data, a high-order finite element plot of error for 5 through 20 actuated modes is presented in model of the AFIT deformable mirror was chosen to provide Figure 6(d) . Note that for the modal transformation matrix, the simulated results value of N caps the number of actuated modes which may be used. The use of one to four modes was calculated, but errors in excess of 0.1 were off-scale for the plot provided. For this A. MSC.Nastran Finite Element Model example, the error decreased steadily until n = 10, and then A finite element model of the the AFIT deformable mirremained steady. It is hypothesized that this error is due to ror testbed was created in MSC.Nastran. The model used the truncation error of the approximated vibration mode, a the same dimensions of the experimental hardware, except function of Equation 36. Relation of the truncation error to instead of seven actuating regions, the surface was divided the number of actuated modes is an area of investigation, into 61 regions. The 3601 node model was comprised of For the structural engineer, these results may be transformed 3384 CQUAD4 elements and 72 CRIA3 composite plate TV2w(r,O0) = MV2ZEFi(r,O0), Table V . For the purposes of this example,
In the above equation, T is membrane tension, F is the the directionality of the piezoelectric dielectric constants was substrate modulus, vi is the substrate Poisson's constant, d31 is removed. Material properties are presented in Table VI . the piezoelectric constant, t is the thickness ofthe piezoelectric layer, h is the thickness of the substrate layer, and Vi is the 
A uniform edge tension was applied using an enforced Therefore, it is quite obvious that solutions to the partial displacement boundary condition in the radial direction. Then, differential equation are simply a series of scaled step funcusing a non-linear static solution, the stiffness of the model tions corresponding to the applied voltage on the actuated was updated, and an equivalent thermal load was introduced to electrode. We later take advantage of the orthogonal nature simulate voltage application at the various actuator locations, of the solution. For a unit voltage, these shapes are defined here as Ti modes. To obtain a desired shape on the membrane between the chosen mode shapes. The scaling issue existed surface, it is simply a matter of using the projection theorem for both methods, however, it was not the same. Therefore, to find the individual actuator gains.
the input voltages were scaled in each method to produce For the direct projection method of control, the desired consistent coefficients between the defocus and tilt modes. Zemike is constructed directly from the 4 mode shapes. In the The scaling coefficients for the defocus mode were 0.6366 proposed modal transformation method, the 4 mode shapes for the modal transformation method, and 0.7518 for the are actuated to replicate the membrane vibration mode shapes, direct projection method. All other responses were linear and then the transformation constructs the desired Zemike for the micron level surface displacements in this simulation surface on the clear aperture region using linear combina-corresponding to input voltages between -500 to 500 Volts (the tions of the approximated vibration mode shapes. Again, it practical limit for PVDF material). is emphasized that the modal transformation method always satisfies the fixed edge boundary conditions, and further limits
The surface deflection and error plots are compared in steep transitions if the Zemnike modes are implemented on the the remaining plots of Figure 11 . To calculate surface error interior clear aperture region.
the desired defocus and tilt coefficients were subtracted from the generated surface inside of the clear aperture region, as well as the piston mode. The removal of the piston term is C. Static Control Simulation and Results of no consequence in optical systems as it is generally not In the simulation example, voltages were applied to the measurable nor does it affect the mirror's optical performance. MSC.Nastran non-linear finite element model. The desired shape was a simultaneous surface deflection corresponding While the absolute error plots in Figure 11 give some idea to the axisymmetric Zemike defocus mode and the non-of the performance achievable using the modal transformaaxisymmetric tilt mode associated with cos(0). The clear tion method, a break down of the surface terms by Zemike aperture region was set to 0.78, inside the boundary of the last coefficients is presented in Figure 12 (a) and (b). In both ring of actuators. A logic flow chart depicts these operations graphs, the desired (and achieved) Zemike coefficient was in Figure 10 . In this modal transformation method, the value normalized for approximately 1 x 10-6 to one. The next three of N was set to 20, and the number of actuated vibration Zemike coefficients for next three higher radial order at the modes at a given azimuthal frequency was limited to five. This same azimuthal frequency were then normalized and plotted. limit corresponded to the number of actuation "rings", and thus The coefficients (and thus contribution to the error) for the the maximum number of zero crossings that was theoretically sin terms and the higher azimuthal frequency terms (such obtainable. The value of N ensured the truncation error of as cos 20, cos 30, etc) were not significant and thus are not Equation 36 would be negligible.
presented (except in the absolute error plots of Figure 11 ).
When comparing the modal transformation method with the direct projection method in Figure 12 
Modal transformation
The overall effect is that the modal transformation method may be used to generate Zemike data inside the defined clear Modal Transformation Method with Projection aperture region with less error than a competing strategy. The other significant conclusion is that to apply the modal In the direct projection method, the Zernike shapes are constructed in the clear aperture from a linear combination of the actuator (Ir) modes. In this of the clear aperture region, thus icreasing the complexity application of the modal transformation method, the vibration mode shapes of the system. In this example, 39 per cent more actuators are approximated using the projection theorem to form linear combinations of were required when using the modal transformation method, actuator modes, and then those shapes are used in the modal transformation which would require an attendant amount of power and system method algorithm. In the figure, indices i correspond to actuator mode, j to vibration mode, and k to desired Zernike surface.
integration. However, it is the opinion of the researchers that the performance gain, and the resulting decrease in the overall The voltage inputs, finite element model simulation results, diameter of a mirror structure, would far outweigh the increase and absolute error between the desired surface and the simu-in complexity. A systems level trade study is foreseen as a lated surface are provided for both the direct projection and potential future effort. Manufacture of a 61-actuator mirror modal transformation method in Figure 11 .
is under construction with the assistance of the Material When calculating the voltage inputs for the 61 actuation Science Division of the Air Force Research Laboratory which regions in Figure 11 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the example presented, a non-linear finite element model simulation of deformable circular mirror with 61 -piezoelectric The static shape control of a membrane mirror has been unimorph actuators showed the advantages of the proposed explored. Development of a methodology which prescribes the modal transformation method to determine actuator gains to desired surface displacement of an interior, "clear aperture" create a desired surface when compared to a direct projection region in terms of physically achievable mode shapes has been method based solely on solving the governing membrane developed. In the development, surface error can be seen to equation. be a function of the clear aperture radius relative to the mirror radius, and also as a function of the number and accuracy of Areas of further research as a direct result of questions achievable mode shapes, themselves a function of the fineness posed in this paper include further efforts to accurately (and of the actuating grid, simply) model the structure to obtain the piezoelectric-actuated vibration mode shapes essential to the use of this method. Greater complexity in the system due to the increase in number of actuators and the subsequent increased power requirement appears to be the main tradeoff for the increased accuracy in quasi-static surface deflection performance when applying this control methodology.
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